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(57) Abstract

A method and apparatus that detects and modifies "dither" and/or "vertical stripe" patterns encoded on a compact audio and graphics
(CD+G) disc (1). The method and apparatus modifies the alternating color pixel patterns in order to eliminate luma/chromacrosstalk in
National Television System Committee (NTSC) display systems. CD+G data signals (2) representing individual tiles of an image on a
television display are examined for "dither" and/or "vertical stripe” patterns (3). The tiles represent a matrix of color coded pixels. Once a
"dither" and/or"vertical stripe" pattern is detected in a tile or a portion thereof, the pixel color values representing the alternating color coded
pixels are averaged. The averaged value is then substituted in the "dither" or "vertical stripe" pattern, thereby eliminating luma/chroma
crosstalk.   
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETECTING AND
MODIFYING DITHER/VERTICAL STRIPE PATTERNS IN AN IMAGE

I. BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

A. Field of the Invention

This invention relates to an apparatus and methodfor generating

an image. More specifically, this invention relates to detecting and

modifying dither and/or vertical stripe pixel patterns in order to

enhance an image on a video display.

B. Description of the Related Art

In many image display system applications, a limited amount of

colors or a relatively small color palette is available for each pixel on an

image. In order to increase the numberof colors in which a viewer

may perceive in an image, sectionsortiles of the image may be coded

with pixel patterns representing colors which are not foundin the color

palette. These patterns are typically called "dither".

For example, by coding dither patterns in a video signal, a video

display system whichis limited by a relatively small color palette can

appear to have a far greater number of colors available and thus,

images seen on the display may be presented which appear to have a

far greater color spectrum orvariety of colors.

A compact audio disc system is an exampleof such a video

display system. Compact audio discs have had the capability to

display graphic data since the mid-1980s given a suitable player and

a display. These compact audio discs are commonly called CD+G

discs. The model used in CD +G disc systemsinvolves dividing up or

partitioning a television display into a matrix of tiles. The television

display may be a National Television System Committee (NTSC)

television. Each tile is further partitioned into a matrix of pixels. The
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CD+G disc data is encoded to provide operations which effect a

specified tile orall tiles at once. The industry CD+G specification

allows for only a 16-color palette, except with television graphics.

This limited color palette has prompted some CD +G designers to use

dithering to simulate additional colors. For example, pink may not be

included in the color palette and may be simulatedin a portion of tile,

or in a numberoftiles, by a dither pattern which alternates between

a red (a color included in the color palette) illuminated pixel and a white

(a color also included in the color palette) illuminated pixel to simulate

pink.

The use of dither or vertical stripe patterns can cause a

phenomena known as "luma/chroma crosstalk" in a video display

system. Dither and/or vertical stripe patterns have high spectral

energyin the horizontal direction of an NTSCtelevision display. In the

Situation where a "square" pixel aspect ratio is used in NTSCtelevision

signals, this corresponds to 12.272727/4 = 3.07MHz. The spectral

energy at this frequency causes luma/chromacrosstalk in composite

television signals becauseit is close to the color carrier frequency of

3.579545 MHz. The dither signal will be incorrectly interpreted by an

NTSC television as color information. Because the phase of the color

information changes on each displayed picture (and the dither pattern

remains constant), the image flashesorflickers wildly.

Cc. Patents and Literature

 

By way of example, the following United States patents and

literature, all of which are incorporated by reference herein, discuss

various aspects of image processing and/or dither patterns. The

patents andliterature include:
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TELEVISION SYSTEMS

COLOR IMAGEPICTURE
FORMING PROCESS AND
APPARATUS WHICH
IMPROVES THE QUALITY OF
THE BLACK PORTIONS OF THE
PICTURE

ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL
CONVERSION SYSTEM AS FOR
A NARROW BANDWIDTH
SIGNAL PROCESSOR

VIDEO TRANSMISSION
SYSTEM

VIDEO TRANSMISSION
SYSTEM USING TIME-WARP
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METHOD OF MATCHING
HARDCOPY COLORS TO
VIDEO DISPLAY COLORS IN
WHICH UNREACHABLE VIDEO
DISPLAY COLORS ARE
CONVERTED INTO
REACHABLE HARDCOPY
COLORSIN A MIXTURE-
SINGLE-WHITE (MSW) COLOR
SPACE
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Bernard Lippel
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Nobuaki Sakurada

Hideaki Kawamura

Jiro Moriyama
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4,970,586 HALF-TONE IMAGE Fumihiro Sunda
REPRODUCING METHOD OF Toshiyuki Yamaguchi
IMPROVING GRADATION

WITHOUT LOSS OF

RESOLUTION

4,930,018 METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR C.S. Chan
ENHANCING THE QUALITY OF James G.Bearss
BOTH COLOR AND BLACK Terry M. Nelson
AND WHITE IMAGES
PRODUCEDBYINK JET
PRINTERS

4,965,668 ADAPTIVE ROUNDER FOR John Abt
VIDEO SIGNALS James A. Delwiche

5,087,809 SPECTRALLY SELECTIVE Todd A. Jackson
DITHERING AND COLOR
FILTER MASK FOR
INCREASED IMAGE SENSOR
BLUESENSITIVITY

5,333,262 IMAGING SYSTEM WITH Robert A. Ulichney
MULTILEVEL DITHERING
USING TWO MEMORIES

5,053,887 TECHNIQUE FOR PRODUCING

_

Gerhard R. Thompson
A FINE GRAINED DITHERED

HALFTONE IMAGE HAVING

AN INCREASED NUMBER OF

GRAY LEVELS

4,528,584 BILEVEL CODING OF COLOR Mohammed S. Sabri
VIDEO SIGNALS

i. SUMMARY _OF THE INVENTION

A method and apparatus for detecting and modifying dither

and/orvertical Stripe pixel patterns in an imageis provided.

The methodfor detecting a dither pattern in an image comprises

the steps of examining a first center two pixel values in a first row of

a tile. The tile comprises a 6 pixel row by 12 pixel column matrix.

Thefirst center two pixel values are then compared to the adjacent

pixel values in order to determine whethera dither pattern is present

in the image.
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According to another aspect of the invention, the first center

two pixel values include a first color value and a second color value

and the adjacent pixel values include the first color value and the

secondcolor value.

According to another aspect of the present invention, the pixel

color values are retrieved from a CD +G disc and are used to generate

an NTSCtelevision signal. The pixel color values from the CD +G disc

are also selected from a relatively small group of colors.

According to yet another aspect of the present invention, a

method for detecting a vertical stripe pattern in an image to be

displayed is provided. The method comprises the Steps of examining

the first center two pixel color values in the first row of a tile and

examining a second center two pixel color values in a second row of

thetile of the image to be displayed. The first center two pixel color

values and the second twopixel color values are then compared in

order to determine whetherthe vertical stripe pattern is present in the

image. The first center two pixel color values include a first color

value and a secondcolor value, respectively, and the second center

twopixel color values include the first color value and the second color

value, respectively.

According to another aspect of the invention, a method for

eliminating luma/chromacrosstalk in an NTSC display is provided. A

tile of an image to be displayed on the NTSC display is stored in a

memory location. A first center two pixel color values in a first row of

the tile of the image, including a first color value and a second color

value, is examined along with adjacent pixel color values. Thefirst

center two pixel color values and the adjacent pixel color values are

comparedin order to determine whethera dither/vertical stripe pattern

is in the tile. The first color value and the second color value are
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averaged to obtain an average color value. Finally, the first color value

and the second color value stored in the memory location are

substituted with the average color value.

According to another aspectof the invention, an apparatus for

detecting a dither/vertical pixel pattern in an image to be displayedis

provided. A source of color pixel values for an image is coupled to a

means for examining 1) a first center two pixel color values in a first

row of a section of an image and 2) an adjacentpixel color values in

a section of the image. Means for comparing the first center two pixel

color values to the adjacent pixel values is used in order to determine

whethera dither/vertical stripe pattern is in the image.

Accordingtostill another aspect of the invention, the section of

the image is a tile comprising a 6 pixel row by an 12 pixel column

matrix. The pixel color value source is from a CD+G disc and the

pixel color values are used in an NTSCcolor carrier frequency signal at

about 3.5Mhz. The color values are selected from an approximately

16 color palette.

According to another aspect of the invention, the means for

examining and meansfor comparing includes a software routine.

According to yet another aspect of the present invention, an

apparatus for eliminating "luma/chromacross-talk" in an image to be

displayed on an NTSCtelevision screen is provided. The apparatus

comprises a memory storing pixel color values of a section of an

image. The memory is coupled to a means for examining 1) first

center two pixel color values, which include a first color value and a

second color value, respectively, in a first row of the section of the

image and 2) adjacent pixel color values in a section of the image.

Means for comparing the first center two pixel color values to the

adjacent pixel color values in order to determine whether a
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dither/vertical stripe pattern is in the image is also coupled to the

memory. Finally, means for modifying the first color value and the

second color value stored in the memory with an average color value

of thefirst color value and a secondcolor value is also coupled to the

memory.

Other aspects and advantagesof the present invention can be

seen upon review of the figures, the detailed description, and the

claims which follow.

Hl. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 is a block diagram of an apparatus according to the

present invention.

Figure 2 illustrates a partitioning of an NTSC video display

according to the present invention.

Figure 3 illustrates a typical dither pattern.

Figure 4 illustrates a typical vertical stripe pattern.

Figure

5

illustrates a dither detection logic flow chart according

to the present invention.

IV. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Figure 1 illustrates a Compact Audio and Graphics (CD + G) disc

 

player embodiment according to the present invention. CD+G disc 1

generates a CD+G data signal on data path 2 toCD+G player3.

CD +G data is stored in buffer 3b in CD +G player3.

In the preferred embodiment, CD +G player 3 includes a central

Processing unit (CPU) 3a. In an alternate embodiment, CPU 3a may

not be physically located in CD+G player 3, but alternatively in NTSC

video display 5 or at a remote location along a data path to the NTSC

display. For example, CPU 3a could be located at a cable orsatellite
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transmission site. Among other control functions, CPU 3a controls the

CD+G data signal from CD+G disc 1 as well as the generation of

NTSC video signal on data path 4 to NTSC videodisplay 5.

Furthermore, it should be understood that other embodiments

may not include a buffer 3b. The present invention may process a

CD +G data signalin real-time from a television cable or data link, such

as a Satellite signal. Likewise, it should be understood that other

embodiments mayinclude a printer. Thus, pixel is defined as color or

luminance information in an image which may be represented

electronically or physically.

Graphical images represented by CD +G data signals are stored

in buffer 3b and are eventually displayed on NTSC video display 5 by

an NTSC video signal. The CD+G data signals include individualpixel

color information for the image to be displayed on NTSCvideodisplay

5. The logical partitioning of pixel color information which forms an

image on NTSC videodisplay5 isillustrated in Figure 2.

CD+G player 3 also includes dither/vertical stripe detection

module 3c. Detection module 3c, along with CPU 3a, determines

whether a dither and/or vertical stripe is present in the CD+G data

stored in buffer 3b. The detection of a dither and/or vertical stripe in

buffer 3b is discussed in greater detail below.

Likewise, CD+G player 3 includes a dither/vertical stripe

modification module 3d which is used to modify dither and/or vertical

Stripes detected by detection module 3c in buffer 3b. The

dither/vertical stripe modification module then modifies the CD +G data

in buffer 3b. The modified data is then used in an NTSC video signal

eliminating the conditions causing the luma/chroma crosstalk. The

modification module 3d is discussed in greater detail below.
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Figure 2 illustrates how CD +G datais partitioned or mapped on

NTSC video display 5. NTSC video display 5 is partitioned into a 50

by 18 matrix oftiles. Individual tiles are represented by tiles 5a and

Sb. Each tile includes a 6 horizontal pixel by an 12 vertical pixel

matrix. The CD+G data stored in buffer 3b may not be physically

located or arranged in the same mannerasis displayed in Figure 2.

A. Dither/Vertical Stripe Detection Module

In the preferred embodiment, dither/vertical stripe detection

module 3c is a software routine. However, one of ordinary skill in the

art would understand that the present invention could be practiced

using a hardwarecircuit to carry out the logic functions described

herein.

To detect a dither and/or vertical stripe pattern in an image

stored in buffer 3b, the dither/vertical stripe detection module 3c

examines eachtile stored in buffer 3b. Dither/vertical stripe detection

module 3c examines each row ofthetile for a dither pattern or vertical

Stripe pattern. In most instances, the vertical stripe pattern is 2 pixels

wide andrarely encountered.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate dither and vertical stripe patterns,

respectively. In Figures 3 and 4, the "A"s represent a first color found

in a color palette for a first set of pixels in tile 5a and 5b. The B’s

represent a second color found in the color palette for a second set of

pixels in tile 5a and 5b. If color A is red and color B is white, then the

CD-+G disc designer intendedtile 5a in Figure 3 to be pink.

The present invention could be practiced using a gray scale

palette rather than a color palette.

it should also be understood that a tile does not have to contain

a complete dither pattern or vertical stripe in order for dither/vertical
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Stripe detection module 3c to determine whether a dither or vertical

Stripe is presentin a tile. For example, a CD+G designer may intend

to present a pink balloon image on NTSC video display 5. The interior

tiles of the image would contain a dither pattern representing pink, but

the tiles on the edge of the balloon would contain a partial dither

pattern. The remainderof the tiles on the edge of the balloon image

may contain other dither patterns or solid colors.

According to the present invention, the following steps, along

with the logic flow chart shownin Figure 5, illustrate the logic of

dither/vertical stripe detection module 3c.

Eachtile is examined by logic block 100. As described above

and as seenin Figure 3, eachtile has six respective pixel color values

per rowin the preferred embodiment:

1) The center two pixel color values in a row are examined

and compared by logic block 101; for example, pixel

color values 20 and 21 in Figure 3 are examined and

compared.

2) If the center two pixel color values are the same, no

dither exists on this row and go to next row, as

illustrated by logic block 107.

3) If the center two pixel color values are not the same,

examine and compare adjacentleft pixel color values to

the center two pixel color values in logic block 103: for

example, compare pixel color values 18 to 20, 19 to 21,

20 to 25, and 21 to 26 in Figure 3.

4) If the pixel color values compared in block 103 are equal,

mark thetile as requiring dither elimination, asillustrated

by logic block 106, and go to the next two rows, as

illustrated by logic block 102.
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5) If any of the pixel color value comparisonsin logic block

103 are not equal, examine and compare adjacent right

color values to the right pixel color values in logic block

105; for example, compare pixel color values 20 and 22,

21 and 23, 20 and 27, and 21 and 28in Figure 3.

6) If the pixel color values compared in logic block 105 are

equal, mark the tile as requiring dither elimination, as

illustrated by logic block 106.

7) Go to the next two rows,asillustrated by logic block

102, and begin examining and comparing the next two

rowsin logic block 101.

While the present invention detects the vast majority of dither

and/or vertical stripe patterns in an image, there may be certain

instances where the borderof a dither and/or vertical stripe may not

be detected.

The vertical stripe detection logic is similar to the dither

detection logic discussed above. In Figure 4, pixel color value 30 is

comparedto pixel color value 32 and pixel color value 31 is compared

to pixel color value 33. If pixel color value 31 is equal to pixel color

value 33 and pixel color value 30 is equal to pixel color value 32, but

pixel color values 30 and 31 are different, the tile is marked as

requiring vertical stripe elimination.

_ The present apparatus and method describes examining and

comparing pixel color values which are accessed directly from memory.

Other embodiments mayinclude an index apparatus and/or method

where pixel color values A and B in Figures 3 and 4 represent indexes

or pointers to the actual color information stored elsewhere in the

system. This index encoding allows for reducing the necessary

memory used in the apparatus. These color values, or color pallet, are
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stored at a memory location which is addressed by values A and in

Figures 3 and 4. Thus, pixel color values could easily be replaced by

only changing the pixel color values at this memory location, rather

than changing each pixel color value shownin Figures 3 and 4.

B. Dither/Vertical Stripe Modification Module

To eliminate the crosstalk conditions created by a dither pattern

and/or a vertical stripe pattern in a visually pleasing way, the present

invention takes into account the CD+G disc designer’s purposein

creating the dither pattern and/or vertical stripe pattern. The pixel

color values A and B, as shownin Figures 3 and 4, are each replaced

with a new pixel color value X. X is the average of pixel color value

A and pixel color value B. Thus, a video display system having a

limited number of available colors or a relatively small color palette,

such as the CD+G disc described above, is able to substantially

increase the amountof colors displayed in an image on an NTSCvideo

display. Since we assumethat the CD+G disc designer intended pink

to be displayed in an image by creating a dither pattern containing red

and white pixel values, this averaging method creates a solid pink

throughout the intended dithered area in a tile of the image. Since

there is no longer a dither pattern and/or vertical stripe in a tile, the

luma/chromacrosstalk condition is eliminated.

Thus, according to the present invention, the following steps

illustrate the logic of dither/vertical stripe modification module 3d.

For each tile marked as needing dither and/or vertical stripe

modification and/or for each pair of pixel color values A,B; that resulted

in a dither and/or vertical stripe detection condition:

1) Locate eachcolor pixel value pair A,B; in a tile marked as

having a dither and/or vertical stripe pattern;
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2) Average each color pixel value pair A,,B; to obtain an

averaged value X,, (the averageof this pair);

3) Replace each colorpixel value pair A,,B, with X,.

It may be moreefficient to do the averaging (step 2 above) and

replacing (step 3 above) steps at the same time as implementing the

dither/vertical stripe detection module 3c, as long as both steps are

completed prior to generating NTSC video signal on data path 4 to

NTSCdisplay 5.

The foregoing description of the preferred embodiments of the

present invention has been provided for the purposesofillustration and

description. It is not intended to be exhaustive orto limit the invention

to the precise forms disclosed. Obviously, many modifications and

variations will be apparent to practitioners skilled in the art. The

embodiments were chosen and described in order to best explain the

Principles of the invention and its practical applications, thereby

enabling others skilled in the art to understand the invention for various

embodiments and with the various modifications as are suited to the

particular use contemplated. It is intended that the scope of the

invention be defined by the following claims and their equivalents.
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CLAIMS
Whatis claimedis:

1) A method for detecting a dither pattern in an image,

comprising the stepsof:

examining a first center two pixel valuesin a first row of

a section of the image; and,

comparing the first center two pixel values to adjacent

pixel values in order to determine whetherthe dither pattern is in the

image.

2) The method of claim 1, wherein the image is to be

displayed and section of the imageisa tile.

3) The method of claim 2, wherein the tile comprises about

a 6 pixel row by about an 12 pixel column matrix.

4) The method of claim 1, wherein the first center two pixel

values include a first color value and a second color value, and the

adjacentpixel values include the first color value and the second color

value.

5) The method of claim 1, wherein the pixel values are

retrieved from a CD+G disc.

6) The method of claim 1, wherein the pixel values are used

in a National Television System Committee signal.

7) The method of claim 1, wherein the pixel values are

selected from a relatively small group of color values.

8) A method for detecting a vertical stripe pattern in an

image, comprising the stepsof:

examining a first center two pixel values in a first row of

a section of the image; and,
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comparing thefirst center two pixel values to a second

center twopixel values in a second row in order to determine whether

the vertical stripe pattern is in the image.

9) The methodof claim 8, wherein the section of the image

is to be displayed and the section of the imageis a tile.

10) A method for eliminating a dither pattern, comprising the

steps of:

Storing an image containing a dither pattern, including a

first pixel value and a second pixel value, ina memory location;

comparing the first center two pixel values to adjacent

pixel values in order to determine whether a dither pattern is in the

image;

averagingthefirst pixel value and the second pixel value

to obtain an average value; and,

Substituting the first pixel value and the second pixel

value stored in the memorylocation with the averaged value.

11) The methodof claim 10, wherein the image includes

a

tile

comprising about a 6 pixel row by about an 12 pixel column matrix.

12) The methodof claim 10, wherein the first center two pixel

values include a first color value and a second color value and the

adjacentpixel color values include the first color value and the second

color value.

13) The method of claim 10, wherein the pixel values stored

in the memorylocation are from a CD+G disc.

14) The method of claim 10, wherein the pixel values in the

memory location are used in a National Television System Committee

signal.

15) The method of claim 10, wherein the pixel values are

selected from a relatively small group of colors.
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16) An apparatus for detecting a dither/vertical pixel pattern

in an image, comprising:

a source of pixel values for an image;

means, coupled to the source, for examining a first center

twopixel valuesin a first row of a section of the image;

means, coupled to the source, for examining adjacent

pixel values in a section of the image; and

means for comparing the first center two pixel values to

the adjacent pixel values in order to determine whether the

dither/vertical stripe pattern is in the image.

17) The apparatus of claim 16, wherein the image is to be

displayed and the section of the imageis

a

tile.

18) The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the tile comprises

about a 6 pixel row by about an 12 pixel column matrix.

19) The apparatus of claim 16, wherein the first center two

pixel values include a first color value and a second color value and the

adjacentpixel values include the first color value and the second color

value.

20) The apparatus of claim 16, wherein the source of pixel

values is generated from a CD+G disc.

21) The apparatus of claim 16, wherein the pixel values are

used in a National Television System Committee colorcarrier frequency

signal at about 3.5 Mhz.

22) The apparatus of claim 16, wherein the pixel values are

selected from about a 16 colorpalette.

23) The apparatus of claim 16, wherein the means for

examining include a softwareroutine.

24) The apparatus of claim 16, wherein the means for

comparing include a software routine.
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25) An apparatusfor eliminating luma/chromacrosstalk in an

image to be displayed on a National Television System Committee

television screen, comprising:

a memory for storing pixel colorvalues of a section of an

image;

means, coupled to the memory, for examining 1) a first

center twopixel color values, including a first color value and a second

color value, respectively, in a first row of the section of the image and

2) adjacentpixel color values in a section of the image;

means, coupled to the memory, for comparing the first

center twopixel color values to the adjacentpixel color values in order

to determine whether a dither/vertical stripe pattern is in the image;

and,

means, coupled to the memory, for modifying the first

color value and the second color value stored in the memory with a

averaged color value of the first color value and the second color

value.

26) The apparatus of claim 25, wherein the section of the

imageis atile.

27) The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the tile comprises

about a 6 pixel row by about an 12 pixel column matrix.

28) The apparatus of claim 25, wherein the first center two

pixel color values include a first color value and a second color value

and the adjacentpixel color values include the first color value and the

second color value.

29) The apparatus of claim 25, wherein the pixel color values

stored in the memory are from a CD+G disc.
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30) The apparatus of claim 25, wherein the pixel color values

are used in a National Television System Committee color carrier

frequency signal at about 3.5 Mhz.

31) The apparatus of claim 25, wherein the pixel color values

are selected from about a 16 color palette.

32) The apparatus of claim 25, wherein the means for

examining include a software routine.

33) The apparatus of claim 25, wherein the means for

modifying include a software routine.
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